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Abstract: Communication is considered an essential aspect of a successful architectural design
process. Sketching plays an important role as a tool of Communication, while supporting the design
development. Using Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods for auto-completion, accelerating and improving
work, the metis projects pursue a conversational intelligent design assistant suggesting further design
steps. Similar to human conversations, the system aims to understand the architect to provide
comprehensible suggestions with coherent and appropriate explanations in the user’s language at the
correct time for improved Human-System-Interaction (HSI), User Experience (UX) and ultimately the
effectiveness of the application. We plan to investigate explainability (XAI) and its temporal aspects to
eventually generate these individually and automatically in real time.
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1 Introduction

Communication is considered an essential part throughout all design phases of a successful ar-
chitectural design process, differentiated into external communication (e.g. public participation),
communication within the team, and internal communication (architect’s inner dialogue) [1], [2]. Hand-
drawings inhabit a special role by clearly illustrating ideas, providing tangibility. Sketching supports
the designing by instantly depicting the implications of design decisions. The sketch is both tool
and language of Communication, as well as a catalyst of the design selection process for further
design development [3]. Therefore, sketching is an intuitive interaction method for Computer-Aided
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Architectural Design (CAAD) naturally integrating into the design process [4]. Derived from Artificial
Intelligence (AI) methods of auto-completion to solve tasks faster and more efficiently, the metis
projects pursue the development of an intelligent design assistant. It suggests further design steps
for the floor plan design during the early design stages, inspired by the ’Architecture Machine’ of
Negroponte [5]. The system aims to enter the architect’s inner dialogue as a conversational partner by
suggesting possible solutions. Similar to human conversations, the system needs to understand the
user to provide comprehensible suggestions with complementary explanations in the same language at
the appropriate time. These explanations are essential for enabling mutual understanding, promoting
Human-System-Interaction (HSI), Human-Data-Interaction (HDI), User Experience (UX) and ultimately
the effectiveness of the application through explainability as an eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI).

In the following, we will present our approach for determining the appropriate timing of each design
step accompanied with explanations and their respective visualisations, by deducing when which
information is suitable to support the user’s understanding of the individual suggestion. Thus, we
will describe the current state of research for both current technology and literature, describe three
phases of our approach, based on the previously developed and implemented methods within the
metis projects accompanied by an extensive further literature review, and finally, discuss possible
obstacles and other applications within the research projects.

2 Current State of Research

2.1 Artificial Intelligence and Explainability

Within the past few decades, AI methods have been applied in various capacities and varieties in
different industries, research and even daily life (e.g. weather forecast). However, their use within
the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry is rather rare. Following the adoption
of Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) as Case Based Design (CBD) in the 1990s, contemporary AI
approaches focus on optimisation during later stages of the construction process from Building
Information Modelling (BIM) information formalising the final building, e.g. financial, temporal and
performance [6]. None of these approaches deal with the complex designs of the early design stages,
which are often vague and incomplete because of a non-standardised design process, ill-defined
design problems and hand-drawn sketching as a best practice for ideation. Nevertheless, the impact
of the design decisions of the early stages are significant on the overall design and sustainability of
the construction process and building itself. Vice versa, the later the stages fatal flaws and issues are
detected, the more difficult it becomes to remedy these shortcomings and change the design [3], [7].
Thus, the early design stages are a good time for supporting the architectural design decision making
to enable faster and more efficient designing while increasing architectural quality [7].

While the decisions of the first AI systems were easily understandable for the human user, much
more complex contemporary models like Deep Learning (DL), including Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs), resulted in the lost connection of the comprehension between the system’s output and the
internal system operations for the output – the black box problem. To remedy these shortcomings,
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transparency is used to externalise the internal mechanisms in a comprehensible way for the human
user [8], based on principles of HCI, adopted for HSI and HDI. Current RNN-related XAI research can
be divided into explainability based on the data learned by the RNN models (e.g. feature relevance
methods) or based on the modifications of the RNN architecture outputting insight on the decision (e.g.
local explanations) [8]. Both types use post-hoc explainability by re-formatting RNN model data into
human interpretable information through different techniques (e.g. visualisations, text, explanation by
example). These explanations can be generated by hybrid transparent and black box methods for
creating transparent design methods, which are enhanced in different ways (e.g. constituting data,
replacing output) with more interpretable models (e.g. CBR) to create explainable outputs for the user.

Wang, Yang, Abdul, et al. [9] shift the perspective of XAI from the system implementation to the
theoretical necessities of explainability for the user, based on User-Centred Design (UCD). They
propose a conceptual framework and adaptation steps for theory-driven designing of explainability for
a specific target group (see Figure 1). The framework is based on the human dual process model of
reasoning, where explanation goals, and inherent inquiry and reasoning, as well as possible errors
and weaknesses of heuristic System 1 and analytical System 2, inform XAI strategies to support the
user in the decision making process. Wang, Yang, Abdul, et al. [9] describe the following steps for
adapting the framework, tested in a case study for medical diagnoses: clarify the user’s reasoning
goals and possible biases for the respective applications through a literature review, ethnography,
and/or participatory design, deduce appropriate explanation ways for reaching the reasoning goals
and/or mitigating cognitive biases using the pathways of the framework, and integrate the explainable
intelligent system facilities to create an explainable user interface.

Figure 1: Framework for human reasoning informing XAI techniques [Adapted from 9, p. 4]

2.2 Design Process Protocolling and Sequencing

Design protocolling is a concept for tracking the architectural design process, which can be applied to
the sketch process of architects and designers [1], [2]. It is based on the premise of mental design
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activities being evident through sketching and consequently, sketch protocol studies. Lawson [10]
summarises two methods of segmenting the design process: temporal and relational. He recommends
relational protocolling by clustering connected sketching activities in a sensible way. Design protocol
studies are commonly divided into ‘Thinking aloud’ studies and retrospective (reporting) studies. Even
though both protocol study types suffer from an artificial setting within a limited work environment,
Lawson [10] and Suwa and Tversky [11] identify the retrospective protocol study as superior by
providing a more genuine and less distorted design and sketching process. Further, the latter [11]
suggest video recording the sketching to support the participant during the retrospective reporting,
providing visual cues to avoid selective recall and post-hoc realisation. Sketch protocol studies results
are interpreted, whereat only qualitative data is available through approaches of established literature
known to the authors. Even though every design process is truly unique because of the problems,
tools, stakeholders, and designers, Lawson [10] sees the potential for receiving reproducible results
through sketch protocol studies in the manner of the natural science paradigm.

Different attempts at sequencing the architectural design process have been made. The nine service
phases by the German ‘Honorarordnung für Architekten und Ingenieure’ (HOAI; eng.: Fee Structure for
Architects and Engineers), and its equivalent of seven phases by the American Institute of Architects
(AIA) describe the period from client brief to constructed building, which Lawson [10] calls the ‘primary
design problem’. However, he defines the design problem itself simply as a problem solved through
designing. Thus, the architectural design process consists of a multitude of individual design problems
to be adhered to and solved [10]. Consequently, Lawson [10] introduces the following order-less ’design
activities’ for solving a singular design problem with an overarching Communication for the process:
Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation, the ASE model. Laseau [2] further differentiates the Synthesis
into Exploration and Discovery. Barelkowski [12] uses knowledge management to further separate
the Analysis into Knowing and Understanding, resulting in the Evaluation as the final selection, as
well as a tool for creating more information in the form of Evaluation - (informing) Knowing. Further,
Lawson [10] segments the design process through ’design events’ in sketches, whereas he deems the
’intention behind’ more important to identify the mental activity. Thus, we formulate the following three
relationally clustering categories for temporal sequences of the architectural design process: design
steps as the finest clustering method, followed by design intentions, and further design phases.

3 Approach

In order to truly design and implement a conversational intelligent design assistant that is able to
assimilate to the architect’s inherent idiosyncrasies, it is necessary for the system to distinguish what
design steps the architects takes with what design intention. The system aims to enter the internal
dialogue of the architect and their sketch to suggest appropriate further design steps, as well as predict
possible biases and weaknesses during the architect’s design decision making process. Through
an interdisciplinary approach at the interface of AI and architecture, we utilise methods of computer
science, design theory and Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) to ultimately be able to predict and
thus, suggest further design steps through creating a closed AI pipeline, which constantly re-informs
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and improves itself [13]. In order to design and implement timed explainability into the existing DL
pipeline of the metis project, we formulate the following research questions for architects designing
through hand-drawn sketching during the early design stages:

1. When is what kind of information relevant for the user to make design decisions?

2. When are what explanation techniques needed to answer to the relevant information? When are
what explanation visualisations necessary to be dominantly visible?

3. How can we implement our explainability methods, including the newly explored temporal aspect,
into our existing DL pipeline?

Sequencing Explainability Implementation

conduct more study 
sessions
sequence design
intentions
sequence design 
steps
explore timing of 
relevant information 
and its indicators
triangulate evaluati-
on with literature

appropriate explana-
tions according to 
relevant information
timing and visbility of 
explanation visuali-
sations
evaluation study with 
digital paper prototy-
pe for testing HSI, HDI, 
UX, XAI facilities 

theoretical XAI 
strategies based on 
Wang et al. (2019)
investigate use of 
previous XAI for CBR 
research and system 
possibilities
implement hybrid 
transparent XAI
evaluation study of 
usability

Figure 2: Approach divided by phases answering the three research questions and work steps.

We propose the following approach for answering these research questions on the backdrop of the
already conducted research, incorporating their findings, results and evaluations, as illustrated in Figure
2 with three phases: Sequencing, Explainability, and Implementation. We use our successful prediction
approach for sequential learning of design phases of a refined ASE model with six design phases
(see Section 2.2) with an overarching Communication, based on sketch protocol data [14], quantified
through manually assigning sequences within our open-source tool [15], within an Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) model [16], for further investigating the segmentation of the design process (i.e.
design intention, followed by design steps) by testing the appropriation and robustness of our current
LSTM model. Thus, the sketch protocol study needs to be extended with new sequencing labels, while
more sessions are continuously conducted to gain more training data. Using this information, we aim
to explore when what information is relevant to the architect through design intentions and how these
requests of different information is visible through the sketch and sketching process as design steps.
We aim to further triangulate, derived from social sciences, these findings through a further literature
research, for example Darke [17], Schön and Wiggins [18] and Rezaei [19].

Afterwards, we explore the appropriate explanations for the previously determined relevant information
considering their timing, based on the framework of Wang, Yang, Abdul, et al. [9] (see Figure1
in Subsection 2.1) and their recommended steps for adaptation. Thus, we explore the temporal
aspect of the individual explanations according to their request by the architect. Based on the
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necessary explanation techniques according to the architectural design process, we determine when
what explanations need to be visible to the architect through what representation, e.g. explanation
visualisation and/or text. This includes when what kind of interaction methods need to be presented to
the user to provide scrutinising methods for correcting or improving feature values, and ultimately the
suggestions. Through transparency and scrutability of the system, we plan to extend the conversational
properties of an intelligent design assistant, entering the architect’s internal dialogue with the sketch,
by providing options for feedback to the system. In order to evaluate the findings in terms of HSI,
HDI, UX and XAI, we plan to conduct a case study utilising a digital paper prototype with working
architects, based on these findings [14]. Implemented as a high-fidelity clickdummy, incorporating
timed explainability, we are enabled to observe the interaction and UX of the study participants.

Even though no XAI facilities are implemented in the latest AI system of the metis projects, explanation
modules have been integrated in previous CBR models for retrieval of spatial configurations during
the early design stages, based on the ‘semantic fingerprint’ [20] as a search pattern. They generate
textual explanations using Natural Language Generation (NLG) [21] through case-based agents,
explanation ontology, and explanation patterns as its foundational components for transparency,
traceability, relevance and justification After exploring the theoretical XAI strategies proposed by
Wang, Yang, Abdul, et al. [9] for implementing the explanation strategies to either support the design
decision making process or to mitigate possible biases of architects, we investigate the possibilities
and mechanisms of our system in order to determine how we can implement the theoretical and
previous findings combined with our successful explainability for CBR. Thus, we aim to create a hybrid
transparent system capable of producing the explanations interpretable for the user [8]. Finally, the
explainability under the backdrop of its temporal aspect will be implemented into our existing DL
pipeline, which will be evaluated through a case study by domain experts - architects.

4 Discussion

Creating explainability for an intelligent design assistant supporting architects through assimilating to
the inherent idiosyncrasies, bears great potential to provide actual conversational properties. Based
on previous experiences, we will need to take appropriate measures to be able to react to the expected
limited data volume produced from the different studies of the proposed approach. Nevertheless, if the
process and the implementation of our approach can be validated, it creates potential for formalising a
transferable framework for explainability with temporal aspects. Further, the findings of the timing of
explainability can be re-used within the metis projects for determining phases of deep concentration
to minimise distraction on the user interface on a whole for the truly rewarding Discovery of ideas
and solutions, maximising the feeling of ownership over the design and satisfaction. Meanwhile,
the feedback acquired through the scrutability features of the system will provide us with valuable
information to improve the intelligent design assistant. Ultimately, the results and findings of the
proposed research are promising for creating an intelligent design assistant, which is in a constant
conversation with the architect to externalise the internal dialogue for supporting the design decision
making process using the silent language of architects, sketches.
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